


1HE HIS10RY Of MAY DAY 

On May Day, workers across the world organize and lead 
pro-labor events to show that they stand united as a class. 
Although this is an international holiday, many may not be 
aware of its U.S. origins. 

On May 1, 1886, at a time when working 1 O+ hours a day 
without a break was commonplace, 300,000 American 
workers peacefully took to the streets to demand an 8-
hour workday. During the pro-worker rallies, Chicago 
police shot and murdered several workers. Three days 
later, at a rally in Chicago's Haymarket Square, saboteurs 
threw a bomb into the square, killing more workers. The 
police proceeded to assault and arrest the workers, ending 
the rally. Several labor organizers in Chicago were 
arrested, and more than half were hanged by a capit·alist 
rope. Most were not even present during the bombing. 
With this brutal suppression, the state snuffed out any 
budding labor movement. 

May Day is now 
officially known across 
the world as ''Labor 
Day.'' The capitalist 
class has gone to great 
lengths to erase May 
Day's proud 
revolutionary character. - We, the workers of the
United States, must

}Itr� fulfill our duty of 
restoring this holiday's 
working-class legacy 

� and carrying on its 
· c ·.::..:; r( revolutionary tradition!
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